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11 of 11 review helpful An astonishingly prophetic analysis of our world By jeanette frances conway This is a 
powerful read comprising two Guardini essays which were originally published in 1956 nearly a decade before the 
commencement of Vatican Council 11 One was called The End of Modern World and the other Power and 
Responsibility Romano Guardini 1885 1968 at the time of writing these works was a profess This expanded edition of 
Guardini s classic work includes the original text of The End of the Modern World as well as the entirety of its explicit 
sequel Power and Responsibility in which Guardini analyzes modern man s conception of himself in the world and 
examines nature and use of power The principle of individual responsibility weaves both works into a seamless 
comprehensive and compelling moral statement From Library Journal Guardini here contemplates the human 
condition in the wake of two world wars and numerous other horrors and offers his thoughts in two of his best essays 
The End of The Modern World A Search for Orientation and Power and Responsibility 
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